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My beloved children of the world:

Glorified and blessed be Christ Jesus among you!

Today I come to visit as your loving Queen of Heaven and Earth to bring you the good news that
My children in the world have started to fill their souls through the Portal* that you, My children,
collaborate with so much love on a daily basis.

Through this means, many solitary and suffering souls have met Me and, thus, this Voice and Echo
of My Heart has reached places where My maternal Love has been able to enter into hearts that
were distant from God.

For this reason, beloved children, I want you, with the same love that you have placed in this
instrument of peace and redemption until today, to begin to cultivate the idea of expanding this task,
because in this instrument I will pour out more instructions for a future time that will come.

It will be necessary, as you must have perceived, that the loving instructions of My Son, Jesus
Christ, have a special space, as well as the ones of the Most Chaste Joseph, who will instruct this
humanity about how to recover the original project that God the Father designed for the human race.

Through this instrument, renewed in light and love, the Divine Messengers who are arriving today
in the world to bring peace and hope, we can be closer to this humanity that needs, at this time, to be
accompanied very closely in the definitive steps towards salvation.

This instrument that can do so much damage to the consciousnesses when it is used with banal and
destructive intentions, has been able to bring a light to the whole world, in the midst of so much
darkness, through the task it performs for the Universal Mother and the Redeemer.

My children, soon we will be working together to concretize the steps, for the new Face of My Son
who returns to the world to be known by all and for His Mercy to enter into the hardest hearts, until
there are no hearts left that do not know the infinite Love that God, Our Lord, has for His creatures.

Rest today in My Peace, because starting tomorrow there will be much to be done.

I keep you within My Immaculate Heart. I love and bless your wills, that have surrendered for love
and in love to the redemptive task of My Son, Christ Jesus.

Thank you for being with Me today.

Mary, Mother of God and yours, My little children
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(*) The Divine Mother is referring to the webpage Voz y Eco de los Mensajeros Divinos

 


